### WEEKLY EXCURSION PROGRAM INFORMATION *

(RESERVATION REQUIRED - SIGN UP AT RECEPTION)

**ISLAND HOPPING TRIP TO THE SOUTHERN PART OF NORTH MALE’ ATOLL** *(Wednesday 0900 - 1500)*
- Visit 3 islands, including a typical local fishing island where you will enjoy a BBQ lunch including 1 soft drink for Full Board guests (water/soft drinks at no charge for All Inclusive Plus guests), a resort island and a shopping island…take US$ cash
- The required clothing to be worn when visiting a local island is at the minimum a short sleeve t-shirt; knee length shorts for women, and shorts for men
- US$75 per person. Minimum 12 persons. A child under 16 must be accompanied by a parent

**MEERU ADVENTURE SNORKELING** *(Everyday 0900 - 1200)*
- Snorkeling Excursion to 2 of the best reefs nearby. For swimmers only
- Rent snorkeling equipment from the Dive Center or purchase it from the Gift Shop
- Minimum age 12 years. A child under 16 must be accompanied by a parent

**TURTLE EXPLORER ON A YACHT** *(Tuesday and Saturday 0900 - 1800)*
- Snorkeling Excursion on a Yacht to the best reefs of North Male’ Atoll including Turtle Reef.
- Lunch on board, Drinks, Pastries, afternoon Tea and Coffee included.
- Rent snorkeling equipment from the Dive Center or purchase it from the Gift Shop
- US$85 per person. Minimum 8 persons. Maximum 16 persons. Minimum age 18 years. For swimmers only

**SUNSET TRIP ON A YACHT** *(Sunday, Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday 1600 - 1830)*
- Viewing the sunset and spotting the dolphins while enjoying an afternoon tea or a tropical mocktail/cocktail on a Yacht.
- Not Included on All Inclusive Plus Package

**“LOVE BOAT” DAYSAIL CRUISE** *(Sunday, Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday 0900 - 1800)*
- Enjoy a wonderful day sail aboard a classic motor sailor yacht. Sunbathe, snorkel, fish, and if you are lucky…photograph a group of dolphins and swim with Manta Rays…
- A buffet lunch, drinks, and a sunset cocktail are included
- Rent snorkeling equipment from the Dive Center or purchase it from the Gift Shop
- US$305 per couple or US$153 per person. Minimum 6, Maximum 14 persons.

**PHOTO SIGHTSEEING FLIGHT BY SEAPLANE** *(Wednesday & Friday, 20 minutes roundtrip)*
- Enjoy a bird’s eye view of the beautiful coral reefs and atoll…a photographer’s delight! Take off from Meeru
- US$195 per person. Minimum 12, Maximum 15 persons. A child under 16 must be accompanied by a parent

**MALE’ SIGHTSEEING TRIP** *(Thursday 0800 - 1300 & Sunday 0800 - 1300)*
- Photograph the sights in the Capital including the traditional Fish Market, the Fruit and Vegetable Market, The President’s Palace, the Islami Markaz Mosque and the Sultan’s Park
- Shop for souvenirs in the local shops…take US$ cash
- The required clothing to be worn when visiting the Capital is at the minimum a short sleeve t-shirt; knee length shorts for women, and shorts for men
- US$80 per person. Minimum 12 persons. A child under 16 must be accompanied by a parent

**SUBMARINE SIGHTSEEING TRIP** *(45 MINUTE DIVE)* *(Thursday 0800 – 1300 & Sunday 0800 - 1300)*
- Experience the excitement of touring the amazing underwater world in one of a worldwide fleet
- Photograph the beautiful coral reef and colorful tropical fish
- The submarine seats 50 persons in air-conditioned comfort, and has 24 large view ports
- Before the Submarine Trip, on Male’, there is a guide available at no additional charge to escort you on a maximum 1 hour sightseeing and/or shopping tour. See the Male’ Sightseeing Trip regarding recommended dress code
- US$190 per adult and US$95 per child (3 - 11 years). A child under 16 must be accompanied by a parent
- Minimum 10 persons.
ROBINSON CRUSOE “SAND BANK” EXCURSION (3 HOURS) (Daily morning/afternoon - depending on tide)
- The ultimate romantic getaway!
- We drop you off in the morning/afternoon and pick you up before lunch/evening (enough sun for one day)
- A picnic breakfast and drinks are included
- Rent snorkeling equipment from the Dive Center or purchase it from the Gift Shop
- US$225 per couple. Maximum 2 persons.

CASTING FISHING - DHONI HALF-DAY CHARTER (4 HOURS: 0600 - 1000 or 1400 - 1800)
- Use of fishing equipment included; however broken tackle, line or missing lures will be charged to your account
- Includes morning coffee and pastry. Beverage is available aboard at Meeru bar prices
  (Water/soft drinks at no charge for All Inclusive Plus)
- US$235 for boat hire. Maximum 2 persons. Minimum age is 12. A child under 16 must be accompanied by a parent

BIG GAME FISHING - 21' SPORTSFISHING BOAT CHARTER
- 2 HOURS: 0600 - 0800 or 1600 – 1800, US$235 for boat hire, Maximum 2 persons
- 4 HOURS: 0600 - 1000 or 1400 – 1800, US$705 for boat hire, Maximum 2 persons
- 8 HOURS: US$1100 for boat hire, Maximum 4 persons
- Use of fishing equipment included; however broken tackle, line or missing lures will be charged to your account
- Includes morning coffee and pastry. Sandwiches for lunch included in 8 hours trip. Beverage is available aboard at Meeru bar prices (water/soft drinks at no charge for All Inclusive Plus)
- Minimum age is 12. A child under 16 must be accompanied by a parent

SUNSET 'PUNCH' CRUISE: (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday & Sunday 1700 - 1830)
- Enjoy a late afternoon boat trip on a local Dhoni while watching a beautiful tropical sunset with a glass of special punch in hand...and if you’re lucky, some dolphins may join in the fun!
- US$34 per person. Minimum 10 persons. A child under 16 must be accompanied by a parent

DHIFUSHI – LOCAL VILLAGE TRIP (Sunday, Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday 1500 - 1630)
- Visit a nearby island and see how our neighbors live and work together in more of a traditional lifestyle
- Shop for souvenirs in the local shops
- The required clothing to be worn when visiting a local island is at the minimum a short sleeve t-shirt; knee length shorts for women, and shorts for men
- US$30 per person. Minimum 10 persons. A child under 16 must be accompanied by a parent

SNORKELING BOAT TRIP - HOUSE REEF (Daily 1000 - 1200 & 1430 - 1630)
- Experience the underwater wonderland, transported by Dhoni to a nearby coral reef. For swimmers only
- Rent snorkeling equipment from the Dive Center or purchase it from the Gift Shop
- Free. Minimum 10 persons. Minimum age is 12. A child under 16 must be accompanied by a parent

-----------------------------------------------

EXCURSIONS MEETING PLACE:
MAIN RECEPTION AREA AT LEAST 10 MINUTES BEFORE DEPARTURE TIME

CANCELLATION & NO SHOW POLICY:
24 HOURS ADVANCE NOTICE IS REQUIRED OR GUESTS WILL BE CHARGED IN FULL

PLEASE NOTE THAT EXCURSIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE
AND SUBJECT TO WEATHER CONDITIONS

* Rates include 12% GST and are subject to change